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This book focuses on big data in business intelligence, data management, machine learning, cloud computing, and smart cities. It
also provides an interdisciplinary platform to present and discuss recent innovations, trends, and concerns in the fields of big data
and analytics. Big Data Analysis for Green Computing: Concepts and Applications presents the latest technologies and covers the
major challenges, issues, and advances of big data and data analytics in green computing. It explores basic as well as high-level
concepts. It also includes the use of machine learning using big data and discusses advanced system implementation for smart
cities. The book is intended for business and management educators, management researchers, doctoral scholars, university
professors, policymakers, and higher academic research organizations.
Timothy and Linda O'Leary Microsoft Office 2013: A Case Approach Making Office Relevant Timothy and Linda O'Leary and the
Computer Information Technology Team at McGraw-Hill Higher Education offer your students a fully integrated learning program
with time-tested quality and reliability. Office 2013: A Case Approach offers a running case study throughout the text to help
students understand the material in a consistent, relevant environment. Through the theme “Making Office Relevant,” this text
helps students understand why they need this course and skills. Updated for Office 2013, student success is assured through
clear step-by-step instruction, plentiful screen captures, and conceptual explanations. Each lab, designed to be covered in 1 hour
of class time, combines conceptual coverage with detailed software-specific instructions. The labs opens with a running case study
that highlights real-world applications of each software program and leads students from problem to solution. The O'Leary Series
helps students learn specific applications skills along with skills that cross all Office applications, which is especially important in
mastering this version of Office. The O'Leary Series correlates with SIMnet Online, McGraw-Hill's online training and assessment
program for Microsoft Office skills and basic computer concepts. Projects, however, are 1:1 within the SIMgrader component and
allow students to practice their skills live in the Office application to receive immediate feedback via autograding. This integration
with SIMnet helps meet the diverse needs of students and accommodate individual learning styles. Additional textbook resources
can be found on the text's Online Learning Center: www.mhhe.com/olearyoffice2013. For more information on O’Leary; Microsoft
Office 2013: A Case Approach and SIMnet Online for Office 2013, please visit www.simnetkeepitsimple.com or contact your
McGraw-Hill representative.
Understand essential computer science concepts and skills. This book focuses on the foundational and fundamental concepts
upon which expertise in specific areas can be developed, including computer architecture, programming language, algorithm and
data structure, operating systems, computer networks, distributed systems, security, and more. According to code.org, there are
500,000 open programming positions available in the US— compared to an annual crop of just 50,000 graduating computer science
majors. The US Department of Labor predicted that there will be almost a million and a half computer science jobs in the very near
future, but only enough programmers to fill roughly one third of these jobs. To bridge the gap, many people not formally trained in
computer science are employed in programming jobs. Although they are able to start programming and coding quickly, it often
takes them time to acquire the necessary understanding to gain the requisite skills to become an efficient computer engineer or
advanced developer. What You Will Learn The fundamentals of how a computer works The basics of computer programming and
programming paradigms How to write efficient programs How the hardware and software work together to provide a good user
experience and enhance the usability of the system How computers can talk to each other How to ensure the security of the
system The fundamentals of cloud offerings, implications/trade-offs, and deployment/adoption configurations The fundamentals of
machine learning Who This Book Is For Computer programmers lacking a formal education in computer science, and anyone with
a formal education in computer science, looking to develop a general understanding of computer science fundamentals
Use this study tool to master the content from your Today's Medical Assistant: Clinical & Administrative Procedures, 2nd Edition
textbook! Corresponding to the chapters in the textbook by Kathy Bonewit-West, Sue Hunt, and Edith Applegate, this study guide
helps you understand and apply the material with practical exercises, activities, flashcards, checklists, review questions, and more.
Chapter assignment tables at the beginning of chapters guide you through textbook and study guide assignments, and make it
easy to track your progress. Laboratory assignment tables list the procedures in each chapter, including study guide page number
references, and indicate the procedures shown on the DVDs. A pretest and posttest in each chapter measure your understanding
with 10 true/false questions. Key term assessments include exercises to help in reviewing and mastering new vocabulary.
Evaluation of Learning questions let you assess your understanding, evaluate progress, and prepare for the certification
examination. Critical thinking activities let you apply your knowledge to real-life situations. Practice for Competency sections offer
extra practice on clinical skills presented in the book. Evaluation of Competency checklists evaluate your performance versus
stated objectives and updated CAAHEP performance standards. Updated content includes exercises for topics such as electronic
medical records, advanced directives, HIPAA, emergency preparedness, ICD-10 coding, documentation, medical office
technology, medical asepsis, vital signs, pediatrics, colonoscopy, IV therapy, and CLIA waived tests. New activities provide
practice for the Today's Medical Assistant textbook’s newest and most up-to-date content. New Emergency Protective Practices
for the Medical Office chapter includes procedures, critical thinking questions, and other activities to help you understand
emergency preparedness. New Wheelchair Transfer Procedure and Evaluation of Competency checklist includes a step-by-step
guide to this important procedure. New video evaluation worksheets on the Evolve companion website reinforce the procedures
demonstrated on the textbook DVDs. New practicum and externship activities on Evolve provide practice with real-world
scenarios.
The book, in its second edition, precisely addresses the need of management students to acquaint with the basic concepts of
computers, information technology and information system. The book provides readers with information pertaining to database
concepts, networking essentials, web concepts and phases of system development life cycle. The business processes such as
Enterprise Resource Planning, Customer Relationship Management and in e-Commerce are also introduced in the second edition.
Thus the book can be regarded as one-stop compact teaching-reading resource for getting started with topics relevant to
development of IT solutions. Key Features • The text is lecture based, which makes the teaching of the subject easier. •
Comprehensive coverage of all important topics for clear understanding of the subject. • Chapter-end review questions to help
students test their own knowledge of the subject matter. • Chapter-end summary for quick recapitulation of concepts before
examination or moving to the next chapter. • Tables, figures and illustrations enhance concept apprehension.
In today’s world where technology impacts every aspect of life, you need to know how to evaluate devices, choose apps, maintain
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a professional online reputation, and ensure digital security. NEW PERSPECTIVES ON COMPUTER CONCEPTS 2018,
INTRODUCTORY offers the insights to help. This book goes beyond the intuitive how-to of apps and social media to delve into
broad concepts that are guiding current technologies such as self-driving cars, virtual reality, file sharing torrents, encrypted
communications, photo forensics, and the Internet of Things. Numerous illustrations and interactive features make mastering
technical topics a breeze, while the book’s proven learning path is structured with today's busy reader in mind. This edition offers
an insightful overview of what today’s readers must know about using technology to complete an education, secure a successful
career, and engage in issues that shape today's world. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Go beyond computing basics with the award-winning NEW PERSPECTIVES ON COMPUTER CONCEPTS. Designed to get you
up-to-speed on essential computer literacy skills, this market leading text goes deeper, providing technical and practical
information relevant to everyday life. NEW PERSPECTIVES ON COMPUTER CONCEPTS 2014 incorporates significant
technology trends that affect computing and everyday life; such as concerns for data security, personal privacy, online safety,
controversy over digital rights management, interest in open source software and portable applications, and more. In addition,
coverage of Microsoft Windows 8 and Office 2013 will introduce you to the exciting new features of Microsoft's next generation of
software. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Now readers can master the computer concepts and Microsoft Office 2016 skills perfect for success in the classroom or workforce
with the latest ILLUSTRATED COMPUTER CONCEPTS AND MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & OFFICE 2016. This all-in-one book
makes it simple to become proficient in both today’s computer concepts and the MS Office skills most needed for professional
success. Key application skills are clearly demonstrated using the user-friendly two-page spread found throughout this and all
books in the popular Illustrated Microsoft Office 2016 Series. Today’s most up-to-date technology developments and concepts are
clarified using the distinctive step-by-step approach and material from COMPUTER CONCEPTS ILLUSTRATED BRIEF. This
edition highlights updated Office 365 content with a new module that addresses Productivity Apps. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Timothy and Linda O'Leary Microsoft Office 2013: A Case Approach Making Office Relevant Timothy and Linda O'Leary and the
Computer Information Technology Team at McGraw-Hill Higher Education offer your students a fully integrated learning program
with time-tested quality and reliability. Office 2013: A Case Approach offers a running case study throughout the text to help
students understand the material in a consistent, relevant environment. Through the theme “Making Office Relevant,” this text
helps students understand why they need this course and skills. Updated for Office 2013, student success is assured through
clear step-by-step instruction, plentiful screen captures, and conceptual explanations. Each lab, designed to be covered in 1 hour
of class time, combines conceptual coverage with detailed software-specific instructions. The labs opens with a running case study
that highlights real-world applications of each software program and leads students from problem to solution. The O'Leary Series
helps students learn specific applications skills along with skills that cross all Office applications, which is especially important in
mastering this version of Office. The O'Leary Series correlates with SIMnet Online, McGraw-Hill's online training and assessment
program for Microsoft Office skills and basic computer concepts. Projects, however, are 1:1 within the SIMgrader component and
allow students to practice their skills live in the Office application to receive immediate feedback via autograding. This integration
with SIMnet helps meet the diverse needs of students and accommodate individual learning styles. Additional textbook resources
can be found on the text's Online Learning Center: www.mhhe.com/olearyoffice2013. For more information on O'Leary; Microsoft
Office 2013: A Case Approach and SIMnet Online for Office 2013, please visit www.simnetkeepitsimple.com or contact your
McGraw-Hill representative.
For students who need to develop the study skills required to successfully complete their college education--whether they attend a
two- or four-year college or they are adult learners--ESSENTIAL STUDY SKILLS, 8th Edition, is their guide to success. Featuring
the essential learning strategies for becoming a better student, this book helps students learn how to prepare for class, develop
textbook reading strategies, use effective note-taking techniques, strengthen their test-taking skills, and use technology effectively.
ESSENTIAL STUDY SKILLS, 8th Edition, adapts to any learning style and offers a step-by-step approach and numerous
opportunities for practice throughout the textbook and accompanying CourseMate website. The new edition includes a dedicated
chapter (12) entitled Using Technology, providing guidance on how students can use electronic tools to improve their study skills,
conduct research (and avoid plagiarism), and succeed in online courses. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Gain a thorough understanding of today's ever-changing world of technology as you learn how to apply technology to your
academic, professional and personal life with TECHNOLOGY FOR SUCCESS: COMPUTER CONCEPTS. Written by a team of
best-selling technology authors and based on extensive research and feedback from learners and subject matter experts, this
edition breaks each topic into brief, inviting lessons that address the “what, why and how” behind technology to ensure deep
understanding and application to today's real world. You learn to become both a consumer and effective user of the most current
technology. You also discover how to read the latest technology news and understand its impact on your daily life, the economy
and society. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
Prepare for a successful career in medical assisting! Kinn’s The Administrative Medical Assistant, 8th Edition helps you learn the
real-world administrative skills essential to working in the health care office. In-depth coverage ranges from professional behavior
and interpersonal skills to billing and coding, electronic health records and management of practice finances. Written by
administrative medical assisting expert Alexandra Adams, this classic resource also includes an Evolve companion website with
exercises and activities, videos, review questions for the CMA and RMA certification exams, and an interactive portfolio builder.
Step-by-step, illustrated procedures make it easier to learn and understand medical assisting skills, and include rationales for each
step. Threaded case scenarios let you develop critical thinking skills and apply concepts learned in each chapter to realistic
administrative situations. Study Guide includes a variety of exercises to test your knowledge and critical thinking skills, case
scenarios from the book, and a Procedure Checklists Manual. Sold separately. Emergency Preparedness and Assisting with
Medical Emergencies chapter prepares you to take action during crises and urgent situations. Detailed learning objectives and
vocabulary with definitions in each chapter help you study more effectively, with connections icons linking concepts in the text to
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exercises in the study guide and on the Evolve companion website. Patient education and legal and ethical issues are described in
relation to the Medical Assistant's job. A Portfolio Builder on the Evolve website helps you demonstrate proficiency to potential
employers. NEW! Charting examples within the procedures are highlighted for easier learning. UPDATED coverage of the
Electronic Health Record ensures that you are familiar with the technology you'll use on the job.
Take your students beyond the basics with the award-winning NEW PERSPECTIVES ON COMPUTER CONCEPTS. Designed to
get all students up-to-speed on essential computer literacy skills, this market leading text goes deeper, providing students with the
technical and practical information they need for academic and career success. NEW PERSPECTIVES ON COMPUTER
CONCEPTS 2016 incorporates significant technology trends that affect computing and everyday life; such as concerns for data
security, personal privacy, online safety, controversy over digital rights management, interest in open source software and portable
applications, and more. In addition, coverage of Microsoft Windows 8 and Office 2013 will introduce your students to the exciting
new features of Microsoft's next generation of software. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Explores cloud computing, breaking down the concepts, models, mechanisms, and architectures of this technology while allowing
for the financial assessment of resources and how they compare to traditional storage systems.
An authoritative treatment of urban computing, offering an overview of the field, fundamental techniques, advanced models, and novel
applications. Urban computing brings powerful computational techniques to bear on such urban challenges as pollution, energy consumption,
and traffic congestion. Using today's large-scale computing infrastructure and data gathered from sensing technologies, urban computing
combines computer science with urban planning, transportation, environmental science, sociology, and other areas of urban studies, tackling
specific problems with concrete methodologies in a data-centric computing framework. This authoritative treatment of urban computing offers
an overview of the field, fundamental techniques, advanced models, and novel applications. Each chapter acts as a tutorial that introduces
readers to an important aspect of urban computing, with references to relevant research. The book outlines key concepts, sources of data,
and typical applications; describes four paradigms of urban sensing in sensor-centric and human-centric categories; introduces data
management for spatial and spatio-temporal data, from basic indexing and retrieval algorithms to cloud computing platforms; and covers
beginning and advanced topics in mining knowledge from urban big data, beginning with fundamental data mining algorithms and progressing
to advanced machine learning techniques. Urban Computing provides students, researchers, and application developers with an essential
handbook to an evolving interdisciplinary field.
Get Synched! Learning happens when students and instructors effectively connect and communicate. NEW PERSPECTIVES ON
COMPUTER CONCEPTS 2013 INTRODUCTORY, 15E, International Edition makes it possible. This edition goes beyond the computer
basics and covers relevant technical and practical information that matter to students' daily lives.
Peterson's CompetitiveEdge: A Guide to Graduate Business Programs 2013 is a user-friendly guide to hundreds of graduate business
programs in the United States, Canada, and abroad. Readers will find easy-to-read narrative descriptions that focus on the essential
information that defines each business school or program, with photos offering a look at the faces of students, faculty, and important campus
locales. Quick Facts offer indispensible data on costs and financial aid information, application deadlines, valuable contact information, and
more. Also includes enlightening articles on today's MBA degree, admissions and application advice, new business programs, and more.
The Student Success Guide is a brand new print supplement automatically packaged with all versions of Discovering Computers ©2012. This
guide will help students succeed by establishing goals for what students are expected to achieve in the course and showing them how to best
use the tools available in the textbook and in the Computer Concepts CourseMate. This guide promotes: 1. Engagement: Connects content
with students’ everyday life. 2. Retention: 3. Goal-driven approach helps students focus their study. 4. Results: Learning guides to improve
students’ performance. 4. Currency: Tools for students to learn about the latest advances in technology. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The free book "Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C#" is a comprehensive computer programming tutorial that teaches
programming, logical thinking, data structures and algorithms, problem solving and high quality code with lots of examples in C#. It starts with
the first steps in programming and software development like variables, data types, conditional statements, loops and arrays and continues
with other basic topics like methods, numeral systems, strings and string processing, exceptions, classes and objects. After the basics this
fundamental programming book enters into more advanced programming topics like recursion, data structures (lists, trees, hash-tables and
graphs), high-quality code, unit testing and refactoring, object-oriented principles (inheritance, abstraction, encapsulation and polymorphism)
and their implementation the C# language. It also covers fundamental topics that each good developer should know like algorithm design,
complexity of algorithms and problem solving. The book uses C# language and Visual Studio to illustrate the programming concepts and
explains some C# / .NET specific technologies like lambda expressions, extension methods and LINQ. The book is written by a team of
developers lead by Svetlin Nakov who has 20+ years practical software development experience. It teaches the major programming concepts
and way of thinking needed to become a good software engineer and the C# language in the meantime. It is a great start for anyone who
wants to become a skillful software engineer. The books does not teach technologies like databases, mobile and web development, but
shows the true way to master the basics of programming regardless of the languages, technologies and tools. It is good for beginners and
intermediate developers who want to put a solid base for a successful career in the software engineering industry. The book is accompanied
by free video lessons, presentation slides and mind maps, as well as hundreds of exercises and live examples. Download the free C#
programming book, videos, presentations and other resources from http://introprogramming.info. Title: Fundamentals of Computer
Programming with C# (The Bulgarian C# Programming Book) ISBN: 9789544007737 ISBN-13: 978-954-400-773-7 (9789544007737)
ISBN-10: 954-400-773-3 (9544007733) Author: Svetlin Nakov & Co. Pages: 1132 Language: English Published: Sofia, 2013 Publisher: Faber
Publishing, Bulgaria Web site: http://www.introprogramming.info License: CC-Attribution-Share-Alike Tags: free, programming, book,
computer programming, programming fundamentals, ebook, book programming, C#, CSharp, C# book, tutorial, C# tutorial; programming
concepts, programming fundamentals, compiler, Visual Studio, .NET, .NET Framework, data types, variables, expressions, statements,
console, conditional statements, control-flow logic, loops, arrays, numeral systems, methods, strings, text processing, StringBuilder,
exceptions, exception handling, stack trace, streams, files, text files, linear data structures, list, linked list, stack, queue, tree, balanced tree,
graph, depth-first search, DFS, breadth-first search, BFS, dictionaries, hash tables, associative arrays, sets, algorithms, sorting algorithm,
searching algorithms, recursion, combinatorial algorithms, algorithm complexity, OOP, object-oriented programming, classes, objects,
constructors, fields, properties, static members, abstraction, interfaces, encapsulation, inheritance, virtual methods, polymorphism, cohesion,
coupling, enumerations, generics, namespaces, UML, design patterns, extension methods, anonymous types, lambda expressions, LINQ,
code quality, high-quality code, high-quality classes, high-quality methods, code formatting, self-documenting code, code refactoring, problem
solving, problem solving methodology, 9789544007737, 9544007733
Get more practice with medical assisting competencies and test your critical thinking skills! Designed to reinforce your understanding of
Kinn’s The Administrative Medical Assistant: An Applied Learning Approach, 8th Edition by Alexandra P. Adams, this study guide offers a
complete review of content and a wide range of exercises to help you master CAAHEP and ABHES competencies and prepare for your
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career in medical assisting. A variety of exercises test your knowledge and critical thinking skills, including vocabulary review, multiple choice,
fill in the blank, and true/false questions. The most current content and competencies associated with CAAHEP and ABHES are included,
such as emergency preparedness, patient education, and documentation. Procedure checklists allow you to tear out each sheet and submit
to your instructor for evaluation. Additional exercises enhance learning with skills and concepts, word puzzles, case studies, workplace
applications, and Internet activities. Work documentation proves to your instructor and to accrediting organizations that you have completed
each competency. UPDATED coverage of the Electronic Health Record ensures that you are familiar with the technology you'll use on the
job. UPDATED content reflects revisions to the Kinn’s The Administrative Medical Assistant, 8th Edition textbook. Expanded coverage of
emergency preparedness helps you meet specific CAAHEP and ABHES requirements.
The recent explosion of digital media, online networking, and e-commerce has generated great new opportunities for those Internet-savvy
individuals who see potential in new technologies and can turn those possibilities into reality. It is vital for such forward-thinking innovators to
stay abreast of all the latest technologies. Web-Based Services: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications provides readers with
comprehensive coverage of some of the latest tools and technologies in the digital industry. The chapters in this multi-volume book describe
a diverse range of applications and methodologies made possible in a world connected by the global network, providing researchers,
computer scientists, web developers, and digital experts with the latest knowledge and developments in Internet technologies.

Readers gain a full understanding of today’s digital world with the cohesive framework and logical organization found only in
Parsons’ NEW PERSPECTIVES ON COMPUTER CONCEPTS 2016, COMPREHENSIVE. Newly revised and reorganized, this
dynamic book provides the latest updates on emerging technology with engaging learning features, informative visuals and handson activities proven to increase learning effectiveness. A new introduction highlights today’s digital evolution, while new coverage
of social media and online security examines concepts behind the trends. Readers explore the principles behind the wide scope of
digital devices in use today with the book’s enhanced focus on the connectivity that pervades modern life. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The new edition of this bestselling title on Distributed Systems has been thoroughly revised throughout to reflect the state of the art
in this rapidly developing field. It emphasizes the principles used in the design and construction of distributed computer systems
based on networks of workstations and server computers.
Readers learn to maximize the use of mobile devices, make the most of online tools for collaboration and communications, and
fully utilize today’s Internet capabilities with the latest edition of DISCOVERING COMPUTERS ESSENTIALS ENHANCED.
Learners see how technology skills assist in gaining employment and advancing careers. This edition highlights the most recent
developments with new emphasis on Web Development, creating a strong web presence, and the latest Windows 10 information.
The authors emphasize actionable content with a proven learning structure and practice to reinforce key skills. Self-assessments
open each chapter, enabling readers to target study and learn more in less time. DISCOVERING COMPUTERS ESSENTIALS
ENHANCED presents the content needed to succeed in a way that ensures understanding. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Updated and revised for currency, this title covers the latest in technology.
COMPUTER Concepts & Microsoft Office 2013 is the one-textbook solution for your introduction to computer students. Highly
visual and logically organized, instructors and learners will experience a seamless transition from concepts coverage to
applications coverage--both are written in the same style and presented in the same way. Gone are the days of switching from one
text to another. Using a projects-based approach, students will: Learn the need-to-know computer skills to be successful in today's
digital world "Do" activities - topics are organized in brief 2- and 4-page spreads that appeal to a variety of learners Refer to visual
aids throughout the text, including pictures, diagrams, charts, graphs, etc. Review and reinforce learning through end-of-chapter
projects - presented in increasing levels of difficulty Be exposed to the latest concepts, software, and applications - including green
computing, ethics, Windows 8, and Microsoft Office 2013
The book “Computer Concepts and C Programming” is designed to help the Engineering students of all Indian Universities. This
book is written as per the new syllabus of the Visveswaraiah Technological University, Belgaum, India and it satisfies all the
requirements of I/II semester students who aspire to learn the fundamentals of computers and C Programming. C is a structured
programming language. This is most popular and a very powerful programming language. It is standardized and portable across
multiple operating systems. C has been the most sought after programming language for developing the system software such as
device drivers, compilers, parts of operating systems, interpreters for languages like Java, Prolog, etc. Among other popular
programming languages like C++, Java and C#, C retained its position in software development activities. This book provides
more than 100 example programs. All these programs are executed and tested on Borland C++ compiler and with the vi editor on
UNIX. All the laboratory assignments are provided in Appendix–A. There are 150 multiple choice questions given for the readers to
test their knowledge of C language.
Computer Concepts Illustrated is designed to help students learn and retain the most relevant and essential information about
computers and technology in today's digital world! This edition has been revised to cover the latest important computing trends
and skills, but maintains the pedagogical and streamlined design elements that instructors and students know and love about the
Illustrated Series. New for this edition, make the most of Computer Concepts Illustrated with the all-in-one CourseMate digital
solution complete with a media-rich ebook, interactive quizzes and activities, and the Engagement Tracker for hassle-free,
automatic grading! Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Translate technical expertise into an effective career in computer user support with the help of Knapp's A GUIDE TO SERVICE
DESK CONCEPTS, 4E. This trusted, contemporary guide introduces the latest developments, research, resources and trends as
they happen in computer user support. Readers explore the various types of service desks and gain a solid understanding of the
diverse roles and skills required. This edition also reviews the processes and technologies that ensure the service desk is
operating efficiently and examines how today's leading organizations measure service desk success. The author references the
very latest ITIL 2011 best practices, leading quality and IT service management frameworks and standards to ensure this edition
presents the most recent information regarding the role of outsourcing and certification in the service desk. New case studies and
case projects provide on-the-job practice, while updated chapters highlight the evolving role of the service desk to relationship
managers and how technology trends, such as cloud computing, virtualization, mobile technology and consumerization, are
impacting the service desk. New material also examines the current emphasis on self-help and the effects of self-healing
capabilities within newer generation technologies. A GUIDE TO SERVICE DESK CONCEPTS, 4E provides the overview needed
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for success in computer user support today. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Demonstrate your expertise with Microsoft Office! Designed to help you practice and prepare for the 2013 Excel Microsoft Office
Specialist (MOS) exam, this all-in-one study guide features: Full, objective-by-objective exam coverage Easy-to-follow procedures
and illustrations to review essential skills Hands-on practice tasks to apply what you’ve learned Includes downloadable practice
files
Present the computer concepts and Microsoft Office 2013 skills perfect for your Introduction to Computing course with the latest
ENHANCED COMPUTER CONCEPTS AND MICROSOFT OFFICE 2013 ILLUSTRATED. This all-in-one book makes the
computer concepts and skills your students need to know easily accessible. Key application skills are clearly demonstrated using
the user-friendly two-page spread found in the popular Microsoft Office 2013 Illustrated Introductory, First Course. Today’s most
up-to-date technology developments and concepts are clarified using the distinctive step-by-step approach from the Computer
Concepts Illustrated Brief book. This edition highlights updated Office 365 content with Integrated Applications Projects and a
Student Success Guide. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Prepare for a successful career in medical assisting! Kinn’s The Medical Assistant, 12th Edition helps you learn the real-world
administrative and clinical skills essential to working in the health care setting. Administrative coverage ranges from
professionalism and interpersonal skills to billing and coding and electronic health records; clinical content teaches how to assist
with medications, diagnostic procedures, and surgeries. And no other comprehensive medical assisting text can match its
coverage of assisting with medical specialties! Written by medical assisting experts Alexandra Adams and Deborah Proctor, this
classic resource also includes an Evolve companion website with practical exercises and activities, videos, and review questions
for the CMA and RMA certification exams. More chapters on assisting with medical specialties than any other Medical Assisting
text prepare you to assist in specialty exams and make you better qualified to work in specialty fields like cardiology, dermatology,
ophthalmology, gynecology, and neurology. Step-by-step, illustrated procedures make it easier to learn and understand medical
assisting skills, and include rationales for each step. Threaded case scenarios help you develop critical thinking skills and apply
concepts to realistic administrative and clinical situations. Patient education and legal and ethical issues are described in relation
to the Medical Assistant's job. A Portfolio Builder on the Evolve website helps you demonstrate proficiency to potential employers.
Detailed learning objectives and vocabulary with definitions in each chapter help you study more effectively, with connections
icons linking concepts in the text to exercises in the study guide and on the Evolve companion website. Study Guide includes a
variety of exercises to test your knowledge and critical thinking skills, case scenarios from the book, and a Procedure Checklists
Manual. Sold separately. NEW! Charting examples within the procedures are highlighted for easier learning. UPDATED coverage
of the Electronic Health Record ensures that you are familiar with the technology you'll use on the job. UPDATED content on
alternative therapies and treatment includes the latest herbal remedies such as red rice yeast for lowering cholesterol, St. John’s
Wort for depression, and probiotic bacteria for GI maladies.
MindTap from Cengage Learning represents a new approach to a highly personalized, online learning platform. A fully online
learning solution, MindTap combines all of a students learning tools - readings, multimedia, activities and assessments into a
singular Learning Path that guides the student through the curriculum. Instructors personalize the experience by customizing the
presentation of these learning tools to their students; even seamlessly introducing their own content into the Learning Path via
"apps" that integrate into the MindTap platform. Additionally, MindTap provides interoperability with major Learning Management
Systems (LMS) via support for open industry standards and fosters partnerships with 3rd party educational application providers to
provide a highly collaborative, engaging and personalized learning experience. Learn more at www.cengage.com/mindtap. Learn
more at www.cengage.com/mindtap. CMPTR employs a combined approach, covering computer concepts and introductory Office
2013 skills within a single solution. With six computer concepts chapters and sixteen Office 2013 application chapters, you will
have everything you need for your computer literacy course in a format that students find current and engaging.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Combining computer concepts material from the best-selling Discovering Computers and step-by-step instruction on Office
applications from Microsoft Office 2013, ENHANCED DISCOVERING COMPUTERS & MICROSOFT OFFICE 2013: A
COMBINED FUNDAMENTAL APPROACH delivers the best of Shelly Cashman Series in one book for your Introduction to
Computers course. For the past three decades, the Shelly Cashman Series has effectively introduced computer skills to millions of
students. We're continuing our history of innovation by enhancing our proven pedagogy to engage you in more critical thought,
personalization, and experimentation with Office 2013 software. In addition, computer concepts content has been fully updated
and revised to reflect the evolving needs of Introductory Computing students, and focus solely on what you really need to know to
be a successful digital citizen in college and beyond. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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